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AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

DOE/NNSA Department of  Energy - National Nuclear Security Agency

DOE/SC Department of  Energy - Mathematical, Information, and 
Computational Science Division 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

NARA National Archives and Records Administration

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NIH National Institutes of  Health 

NIST National Institute of  Standards and Technology 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

NSA National Security Agency 

NSF National Science Foundation 

OSD and DoD Service research organizations, Office of  the Deputy, 
Under Secretary of  Defense (Science and Technology) 



Science is global and thrives in a world 
that is not limited to 4-dimensions

Image: Andrew J. Hanson
www.cs.indiana.edu/~hanson/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rendering of a 2D cross-section of the 6D manifold described in string theory calculations by the homogeneous equation in five complex variables: �z15 + z25 + z35 + z45 + z55 = 0�each point on the surface where five different-colored patches come together is a fixed point of a complex phase transformation; the colors are weighted by the amount of the phase displacement in z1 (red) and in z2 (green) from the fundamental domain, which is drawn in blue and is partially visible in the background. Thus the fact that there are five regions fanning out from each fixed point clearly emphasizes the quintic nature of this surface. 
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ENIAC, dedicated in 1946, was one of the first 
fully-functional digital computers, using 17,000 

vacuum tubes for up to 5,000 addition 
operations per second. Today’s petascale 

machines are designed to sustain more than 
one quadrillion (1,000,000,000,000,000) 

operations per second.  A calculation these 
machines could complete in a week would take 
a machine operating at ENIAC speeds several 

billion years.



Source:  Hans Moravec, “Robots After All,” 
Carnegie Mellon University, Aug. 2003

Increasing Computational Capacity and Capability



TeraShake Simulation
Simulation of  7.7 
earthquake on lower San 
Andreas Fault 

Physics-based dynamic 
source model – simulation of  
mesh of  1.8 billion cubes 
with spatial resolution of  200 
m

Builds on 10 years of  data 
and models from the 
Southern California 
Earthquake Center

Simulated first 3 minutes of  a 
magnitude 7.7 earthquake, 
22,728 time steps of  0.011 
second each

Simulation generates 45+ TB 
data

Source: Fran Berman, Director, SDSC



Behind the Scenes – Enabling 
Infrastructure for

Data Storage
47 TB archival tape storage on 
Sun StorEdge SAM-QFS
47 TB  backup on High 
Performance Storage system 
SRB Collection with 1,000,000 
files

Computers and Systems
80,000 hours on 240 
processors of  DataStar
256 GB memory p690 used 
for testing, p655s used for production 
run, TG used 
for porting
30 TB Global Parallel file GPFS
Run-time 100 MB/s data transfer from 
GPFS to SAM-QFS
27,000 hours post-processing for high 
resolution rendering

People 
20+ people involved in information 
technology support
20+ people involved in geoscience 
modeling and simulation

Source: Fran Berman, Director, SDSC





Redefining “Computer”

•“All the calculations that would ever be needed in this country could be 
done on three digital computers."

-- Douglas Hartree, Cambridge, 1954 

•"There is no reason for an individual to have a computer in their home." 
-- Ken Olsen, DEC, 1977

•“For the full year [2007], IDC said 269 million PCs were shipped worldwide” 
-- International Herald Tribune, January, 2008.

•"In a sense, there are only five computers on earth." 
-- Yahoo Research Chief Prabhakar Raghavan, December, 2007.

•“…some researchers at IBM believe that five computers may be four too many.” 
-- Nick Carr, The Guardian, February 21, 2008.
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Source: public.web.cern.ch/Public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html 

Large
Hadron
Collidor

Physicists will use the 
LHC to recreate the 
conditions just after the 
Big Bang, by colliding 
two beams [of hadrons] 
head-on at very high 
energy. 



When LHC begins operations, it will produce 
roughly 15 Petabytes of data annually, which 
thousands of scientists around the world will 
access and analyse … The mission of the LHC 
Computing Project (LCG) is to build and 
maintain a data storage and analysis 
infrastructure for the entire high energy physics 
community that will use the LHC.

Source: public.web.cern.ch/Public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html 
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Source: RCSB Protein Data Bank; www.rcsb.org



“In 2006, the amount of 
digital information created, 
captured, and replicated was 
1,288 x 1018 bits (or 161 
exabytes) … This is about 3 
million times the information 
in all the books ever written”



Source: John Gantz, IDC Corporation
The Expanding Digital Universe
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The End of Theory: The Data Deluge Makes the 
Scientific Method Obsolete

Google's founding philosophy is that we don't 
know why this page is better than that one: If 
the statistics … say it is, that's good enough. No 
semantic or causal analysis is required. That's 
why Google can translate languages without 
actually "knowing" them (given equal corpus 
data, Google can translate Klingon into Farsi as 
easily as it can translate French into German). 

- Chris Anderson   Wired Magazine  06.23.08
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The Department of Defense’s ARPANET 
project, launched in 1966 to explore 
methods for “resource sharing among 
computers”, initially connected 4 nodes. 
Today’s Internet links more than 1.4 billion 
users over more than 200,000 networks 
worldwide; with 14 new users added every 
second. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today – 200,000 interconnected networks make up the Internet



“New types of scientific 
organizations [that] 
serve individuals, 
teams and 
organizations in ways 
that revolutionize …

… what they can do, how they do it, and who participates.”  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A robust set of resources across this range has been produced by sustained investments in plant science through:The National Plant Genome Initiative – a sustained multiagency effort for which NSF is the lead agencyFocused NSF programs such as Arabidopsis 2010 and the Plant Genome ProgramInvestments from core programs in the biological sciences directorate and throughout the FoundationSupport from other Federal agencies and state and local governmentActivities in the private, not-for-profit and commercial sectorsAnd by the extensive activities of our international counterparts around the worldThe result of these sustained investments has been genome sequences, collections of well-characterized mutants, software, databases, functional genomic sets such as RNA interference, proteomic and microarray data, and others.  The challenge is that these resources can be difficult to find and exceedingly difficult to use in combination for creative, synthetic thinking.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There have been wide and sustained calls from throughout the biology community to overcome these limitations in discovery and integration capbilities by creating an organized landscape of resources to support research and education as suggested by the image on this slide.



A Discovery Environment
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Presentation Notes
A Discovery Environment:Is web 2.0 or web services driven utilizing existing CI resources such as the TeraGridProvides for community-driven activities including collaboration, community content creation, and interoperability frameworksEnables the discovery and integration of data sets both locally and in resources distributed around the worldInvolves the adoption, adaptation, or development of appropriate software and algorithms for integration, analysis, simulation, modeling, etc.Provides access to powerful computational resources and advanced visualization capabilities to enable progress on complex, multiscale conceptsVery importantly, provides a robust machine level interface allowing others to build their own CI systems and services to extend and expand the discovery environmentAnd integrates these capabilities into a user-friendly environment.



Role of  Universities and 
Academic Libraries



“If we are effectively to preserve for future 
generations the …. corpus of information 
in digital form that represents our cultural 
record, we need … to commit ourselves 
technically, legally, economically, and 
organizationally to the full dimensions of 
the task.”

Report of  the Task Force on Archiving of  Digital Information, 1996
Commission on Preservation and Access and the Research Libraries Group

A Challenge for Society



The Universities

“Ever since their inception, universities have 
been occupied with the fundamental 
elements of what we now call 'knowledge 
management', i.e. the creation, collection, 
preservation and dissemination of 
knowledge.”

Andre Oesterlinck, Knowledge Management in Post-
Secondary Education: Universities



eUniversity

•Accessible

•Information-Driven

•Distributed

•Interactive

•Context-Aware

•Experience & Discovery-Driven



The Academic Libraries

“It is to the research library community that 
others will look for the preservation of … 
digital assets, as they have looked to us in 
the past for reliable, long-term access to 
the ‘traditional’ resources and products of 
research and scholarship.”

Association of  Research Libraries (ARL)
Strategic Plan 2005-2009



eLibrary -

•Computational capabilities

• Digital and physical repositories

•Digital environments for access and interaction 
by people, machines, and organizations

Single point of access connecting 
resources worldwide:

•Software tools and resources
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Presentation Notes
SDSC total storage capacity 25 petabytes (1,000 x holdings of LoC)
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